Survivor Fantasy Tribes Points System
Valid Starting in Season 33 unless noted
Strategic Points Description
Your Player is a captain for a tribe pick
Your Player is nominated/volunteers for something in the first
episode

Point Value
5

5
Your Player has an immunity idol or advantage when the
episode begins
Plays Immunity Idol/Advantage for self

Plays Immunity Idol/Advantage for someone else
Plays HII given to them at same TC
Player gives HII to another at TC and it is played
Immunity Idol or Advantage saves the person played for
Makes a fake immunity idol

First eliminated from game
Makes Jury
Voted off Jury
Rock Draw - Auction
Rock Draw - Tribal Council - Safe
Rock Draw - Tribal Council - Goes Home
Makes the Final Tribal Council
Wins the Season

2 ea.
4

5
3 (S35)
2 (S35)
3
5

5
2
2
2
4
3
7
20

Appies to first episode or at a tribe swap
This would be going to camp early or make a decision about an advantage for
themselves or food for the tribe, etc. Does not include Captain
Counts even after Final 5, even though they can no longer be played.
Player with HII at beginning of TC plays the idol for themselves
Pre-S35 - Player with HII at beginning of TC gives or plays the HII for another
player, if given the receiving player plays it.
S35: Player with HII at beginning of TC must be the one that presents the idol
to Jeff for someone else
Player is given the HII at the TC where they play it for themselves or others
Player gives their HII to another at TC and it is played

Voted out or some other twist. If more than one person leave at the same
time, in the first episode (e.g. Jonathan and Wanda), both get the points.

Could be Final 2 or 3 or any number when the jury asks the remaining players
questions.

Player gets 2 or more votes at TC but doesn't go home or win
Player goes to TC but doesn't get voted out

Player is on the right side of the vote at TC
Player goes to TC and receives no votes

1 (S34-)
1

3
2 (S35+)

Player involved in strategy talk

2/1 ea (S34+)

Shares idol or advantage info with others

2/1 ea (S34+)

Challenge Related Points Description
Your Player is chosen to raid the other tribe's camp
Player sent to Exile Island

Point Value
3

Your Player finds a Hidden Immunity Idol or Advantage
Your Player finds a Hidden Immunity Idol or Advantage
Finds or Buys a clue to a Hidden Immunity Idol or Advantage
Reward Challenge - Winning Tribe or Individual

2
5 with clue
7 without clue
1
2

Not applicable for a player that has had an immunity idol played for them (by
them or others). This is in addition to the +1 for surviving TC.
Player votes for the person going home. If there is a tie, only the revote
counts. No one gets credit if rocks are drawn, since there are no votes, but if
everyone unanimously agrees to avoid drawing rocks, those making the
decision get the points.
Gets no votes or votes are cancelled due to an Adv or HII play.
2 points if the person initiates or is the one that dominates the strategy.
1 point for others involved.
1 bonus point if the person that initates, asks the other players' opinions, and
not dictating what needs to happen
If it can't be determined who initiates or no one specifically dominates, 1 point
ea and possible bonus point.
2 points if the person that has the idol/advantage initiates telling the
information.
1 point if someone asks and person confirms that have it or if someone without
the idol/Advantage shares that someone else has it.

Can be Exile Island or a single player going to a camp in a swap, like Julia did in
S32
Advantage can be found, bought in an auction or won in a challenge.
If advantage is won it is considered finding it with a clue.

Reward Challenge - Player picked to join a reward
Reward Challenge - 2nd Place Tribe
Immunity Challenge - 1st place tribe
Immunity Challenge - 2nd place tribe
Immunity Challenge - 3rd place tribe
Individual Immunity
Back to Back Individual Immunity Wins
Re-enters game (Redemption Island or other twist)
Fire Challenge Winner at F4

Individual Immunity Win When probable boot
Assigned Legacy Advantage by booted player
Your Player is captain to pick a team for a challenge and it is
featured in the episode.
Storytelling Points Description
Says the Title of the episode
Your player gives a confessional
Birthday Celebrated during filming, in the show
Reads Tree Mail
YouTube Confessional (SurvivorOnCBS)

1 (possible 3)
1
4
3
2
8
1
3
2

1 (S34+)
2
2 (S34+)
Point Value
3
2 ea
2
2
1

If the winning player gives up their reward so the remaining (or majority) of the
other players can get theirs, they get 3 points (Strategic points), everyone else
that gets to enjoy the reward gets 1 pt.
Three or more tribes
Only when 3 or more tribes are in the game
Only when 4 tribes are in the game

RI, Outcasts or future twist that brings back a player that has been voted out at
TC
This is in addition to normal individual immunity points. The storyline needs to
be for the episode that the person is going home if they don't win immunity. If
it is not clear, then no points will be given.
When a person is booted that has the Legacy Advantage and the person
assigned the LA, gets the points.
Any episode, usually for a post merge reward challenge, but can be anytime in
the game, where applicable.

Says the exact title or very close to it.
10 second gap in confessional or lasts longer than 30 seconds counts as
additional confessional.

Only counts to confessional style video where one player is featured. Also
applies to Ponderosa videos (S33 only). Not applicable to off season league.

YouTube Secret Scene (SurvivorOnCBS)

Your player catches/gathers food

2 (S33)
3/1 (S34+)
2

Video must be tagged as a secret scene. Any player that speaks in the clip gets
the points. Not applicable to off season league.
Starting with Season 34, 3 points for confessional, within the secret scene or 1
point for talking elsehwere in the secret scene, if there are no confessionals.
Points awarded for each separate type of food, per player.

Parchment Shown
Player is asked question by Jeff Probst
Ponderosa Video Confessional

Starts Fire at camp without flint or other assistance
Tie Breaker Points
Predict who will win Final Immunity Challenge
Predict the player with most confessionals
Predict the winner
Predict the number of immunities won by the player with the
most

2
1 ea.
1 (S34+)

3/1 (S34+)
Point Value
10
10
10
5

This is only before Jeff reads the votes, doesn’t count during the credits. Works
on first votes, re-votes or FTC votes.
At TC, Reunion Show, Challenge or special visit to camp or otherwise.
Each player that gets one or more confessionals in a ponderosa video get 1
point.
Goes to anyone involved in keeping the fire started/going. E.g. If a player gets
the spark and another player blows on it and keeps it going, both get 3 points.
Anyone bringing kindling gets 1 point.

